Day 1

Word Builder
Choose the letter that makes the word (asick). Pick the blank with the sentence.

Our van broke down yesterday. My dog plays fetch with a stick.

We had a blast at our black party. I mixed up a batch of cookie dough.

My favorite dog is a black lab. We'd love to go to Europe on a trip one day.

I had to grab a cookie before my brother ate them all.

Day 5

Find the Nouns
Color red (big) the common noun flowers. Color blue (small) the proper noun flowers. Then, use a capital letter for the noun in the proper noun flowers.

The cat she walks on is padded paws.

The wolf on the hill lays its stealthy paws.

Capitalization
Correct the sentence below by capitalizing the words that should be capitalized and what did mama do this morning?

I think I should go to bed early tonight.

can you direct me to memorial hospital?

our brother's name is jake.

I forgot to bring my glasses when we went to shop.

Day 6

Contractions
Like the world game, fill in the blanks to write correct contractions.

- would you
- wouldn't I
- will you
- won't we
- you have
- you've
- could not
- couldn't we
- we are
- we're
- we have
- we've
- did not
- didn't I
- I will
- I'll they
- can not
- can't I
- she will
- she'll

Day 8

Capitalization and Punctuation
Choose the proper way to write each sentence.

a. Jake is two.
   b. Jake is two.
   c. Jake is two.
   d. Jake is two.

a. Larry is sick.
   b. Larry is sick.
   c. Larry is sick.
   d. Larry is sick.

Write each sentence properly on the line beside it.

Jake is two.

Is Larry sick?

Phil is friendly.

Day 9

Writing
Copy these lines that start with The cat she walks on...

The cat she walks on padded paws.

The wolf on the hill lays its stealthy paws.

Ordering Directions
Copy these directions for making a parade. Then, write a complete sentence in ordering the words in the box.

first: Get the crew together.
second: Get the parade ready.
third: Gather the team.
have the parade.

Day 10

Connect the Capitalization
Copy the sentence below by underlining the words that have been capitalized. Remember that all contractions are always capitalized. These nouns should be capitalized as well.

my favorite holiday is christmas.

my favorite month is december.

my best friend lives on main street.

I like to ride the cable car in san francisco.

we are going to the zoo on the first thursday in may.

she's taking the train to indianapolis next week.

these sentences are correct on the line below them.

I live in the united states.

my dad's name is alan.

my dad's name is alan.

Day 11

Compound Words
A compound word is a new word made up of two words. Sometimes words look like words, but they're not. The words can be hard words. Use this word with the box to make the sentence make sense.

birth day, wheel chair, cow boy, play ground, up stairs, snow ball, sun shine, ear muffs, fire place, pine cone, hair cut, drum stick

Day 12

Writing
Copy these lines that start with If all were sun... and I'm so sorry for the poor out in the cold.

My clothes are soft and warm, told upon told, but I'm so sorry for the poor out in the cold.

What are you?... in the sentence above?

told cold

Day 13

Capitalization and Punctuation
Underline the words in each sentence that need to be capitalized. Then, write a complete sentence that has the correct sentences.

I'm excited for thanksgiving.

would you like to go to central park?

what is your favorite food from new york?

what is your favorite christmas song?

my favorite birthday is on a tuesday this year.
Day 14

Writing
Copy the first stanza of this poem by Christina Rossetti.

Strike a flint, and there is nothing to admire:

Strike a flint, and forthwith flash out sparks of fire.

Write two words in the poem above this line:

admire  fire

Day 18

Spelling
Unscramble your spelling words to fill in the blanks:

I added milk to the grocery list.
The birds built a nest in the tree.
It was past noon so we had lunch.
I couldn’t find my lost toy truck.

My sister likes to dig in the sand.

My broken arm is in a cast.

I use my left hand to write.

We made a grand entrance.
The ducks swam in the pond.

There was rust on his bike.

Day 19

Rhyming
Circle the rhyming words in the poem by Christina Rossetti. Underline the words that repeat.

Fly, away, away over the sea.

Swallow, swallow, for summer is done.

Come again, come again, come back some more.

Bringing the summer and bringing the sun.

Make up your own poem in rhyme like the poem above.

I’ve come, there’s come, little we’ll stay.

Write your own poem in a rhyme.

Day 20

Writing
Copy the first stanza of this poem by Christina Rossetti.

Boats sail on the rivers.

And ships sail on the seas.

But clouds that sail across the sky

Are prettier far than these.

Write two words from the poem above this line:

ox  oxen

Day 21

Spelling
Write the proper ending for your spelling words.

post  post

lost  lost

grand  grand

roost  roost

Day 22

Spelling
Find your spelling words in the wordsearch below. Use the word box if you need help. There is a point of honor. The words are: A.B.C.

CAST  KANTL

AHNQDZAES

MRPWAND

UTOITAIPMAW

ANOLLZOTZS

PEPRTNL

WRSYUUSB

HOHFEIND

ROSAIMS

ARQUSTE

VTYOHTAN

past  past

lost  lost

grand  hand

roost  nest

Day 23

Day 24

Day 25
Day 28

Singular and Plural nouns

A noun is singular when it refers to one person, place, thing, or idea.

Examples:
- apple
- table
- cat

A noun is plural when it refers to more than one person, place, thing, or idea.

Examples:
- apples
- tables
- cats

The plural form of nouns indicates the number of the noun. The following list shows some common plural forms:

- dogs
- cats
- books
- girls

Day 30

Plural Rules

The regular plural of nouns ending in -s or -es is the same as the base form of the word. For example:
- cats
- books
- kids

The regular plural of nouns ending in -y is the same as the base form of the word. But if the y is preceded by a consonant,
- city
- city's
- city's

Day 35

Fishing for Nouns

A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea. It is a common noun if it does not answer the question who? or what? It is a proper noun if it does answer who? or what? Cite the noun below the line.

Who?
- Ben

What?
- home

Day 36

Ar words

I went out into the yard to play.

We filled our cart at the store.

My dog likes to bark at the TV.

The swings at the park are fun.

The harp makes a pretty sound.

My grandmother lives far away.

The hayloft is in the barn.

My sister is afraid of the dark.

His arm was in a sling.

My mom drives a car.

Day 37

Er sound

I fell in the using an "er" word using the word "take" below.

car

was

in

her

her

and

are

The squirrel ran up the tree.

She had flowers on her skirt.

I burp when I drink soda.

The sign marked the curve in the road.

The turkey was delicious.

The cars went so fast they were a blur.

My mother likes to serve us dinner.

I brush my teeth every day.

Day 38

Proper Nouns

Proper nouns are names of people, places, things, and ideas. Find the story below. Circle the proper nouns when they are on the line below the story. Mark with a star to highlight them on the line.

My favorite day of the week is Monday. I started the day with my favorite cereal, Cheerios. It's a special treat. I only get to have it on the weekends. Friday is the day I get to go to Central Library and pick out new books. I love reading and finding new stories. Friday afternoon, we get to have lunch at my favorite restaurant. This is my favorite restaurant. The sandwich I get is called "Monster Cheese". It's so warm and tasty and delicious. That's enough basketball practice. This year, my team is called "The Crushers" and my dad is the coach. I'm on the team with my best friends. Finally, when I fall into bed after a long day, it's always nice to realize the next day is Saturday so I can just relax.

1. Friday

2. Choco Chunkies

3. Central Library

4. Anderson's Deli

5. Monster Cheese

6. The Crushers

7. James

8. Saturday

Day 40

Spelling

Write these words that make the "ar" sound in the opposite way: fire, pie, dial, pile.

light bicycle by bye

guide

A maker, a table, a wooden stool. Circle the letters that contain the sound.

green
draw

Day 41

Spelling

Write these words that make the "er" sound in the opposite way: start, cart, part.

1. answers

2. come

3. home

Day 42

Play Ball

Help the baseball player choose the correct player. Color the baseball player that is playing the same sound as the circle.

Choose one of the words to circle the box. Look at the picture.
Day 43

Different Nouns

A noun is a person, place, thing, or idea. A proper noun names a specific person, place, thing, or idea. Since they are either proper nouns or common nouns.

- Carol
- Colony

A common noun is a general person, place, thing, or idea. Some common nouns are only capitalized if they begin a sentence.

- girl
- church

Are the following nouns common or proper? Write C or P next to the common nouns and underline P next to the proper nouns.

1. cereal C
2. planet P
3. Mexico P
4. chair C
5. Reno P

Write 3 common nouns. Write 2 proper nouns.

- (answers will vary)

Day 44

Owl!

Put the hidden word owl into all of the spaces where the same letter was also a "w". Color in the box where the word is found.

mask run point plug play cast heart east moon swing

tell walk hall call all tall

Write your name, phone number, and address.

Name: 
Phone: 
Address:

Day 45

Crossword

Put the numbers on the crossword puzzle where the words are found. Cross them off as you find them.

Word box:

clouds:
mouse:
catch:

1. I was reading in the house.
2. The new album at the store.
3. Some calls were on our phone.
4. This was my first time on my phone.
5. I lost my pencil.

Circle the common noun and underline the proper noun.

Day 46

Aw sound

Use the words from the box to fill in the blanks. Then draw a picture of one of the sentences on a sheet of paper and "aw" sound.

- saw
- paw
- cause
- draw
- pause
- flow

My dog licked his paw.
I love to draw pictures.
We had to pause the movie.
My biggest flaw is a lack of patience.
I saw a deer in the backyard.
She’s raising money for a good cause.

Day 47

AI words

Use the words from the box to fill in the blanks. Then draw a picture of one of the sentences on a sheet of paper and "ai" sound.

- ball
- mall
- talked
- wall
- all

I heard my mom call for me so I walked down the hall. I tripped over a toy and had quite the fall. I needed a bandage for my knee. Thankfully, I am tall because they were on the top shelf. As my little sister would say, the bandage made it all better.

(ex. ball, mall, talked, wall, etc.)

Day 48

Nouns

Circle the common nouns and underline the proper nouns. Then write the words in the blanks in the blanks in the blanks.

1. carved and Andrew went to Matthews Park.
2. The Campbell crew was invited to the park.
3. They played with the kids and Griffin Park.
4. They loved to draw up her art.
5. She had some G59.
6. The camp belonged to Jack.
7. There was Central Zoo’s biggest elephant.
8. There was a loud noise in the forest.

Common nouns:

Proper nouns:

- [ ] 1.
- [ ] 2.
- [ ] 3.
- [ ] 4.
- [ ] 5.

Day 49

Story Order

Read the story below. Then put the pictures in the order that happened in the story by numbering the boxes. Finally, write 3 words in the story that have the long sound.

During the week, I do a lot of the same things. I wake up in the morning and make my bed. I have breakfast and then start my school work. I’m usually done by lunch time. After lunch, I love to ride my bike. It’s good exercise and a lot of fun. I also like to build things and try to figure out how things work. At the end of a long day, I love to relax in the bathtub. What does your daily schedule look like?

Day 50

Ink sound

Write the words in the blanks. Then write the words for the ink sound.

- swing
- wing
- string
- ring
- spring

What a skunk has

What I do with my brain

What I do with milk

I love these sentences in the correct order.

She’s going to the park with her brother.

I’m so excited!

Day 51

I’m going to the park with her brother.
Day 52

Art sound

After the skunk sprayed, the air ___.

I ___. some milk.

My heart ___. when I heard the news.

I always say please and ___.

The dog had a loose ___. of wood.

We got some money at the ___.

When I ___. my favorite colors, red is number one.

The old-fashioned ice cream maker had a hand ___.

Day 53

Noun Review

The girls ___. with their dolls in the playroom.

Samuel ___. in his bed.

The phone ___. and woke up Jan.

Write the plural of each word in the blank sentence.

finger ___. finger

lamp ___. lamp

flower ___. flower

Write a sentence using words that rhyme.

The fish ___. upon the water.

Day 54

Arg sound

The phone ___. woke me up. It was my Aunt Cathy. She ___.

Happy Birthday to me. I sat straight up in bed and tried not to ___. my head on the wall. I told my aunt, "Don't ___. up, but my birthday is next week!" We had a good laugh.

Day 55

Org sound

A girl ___. from the monkey bars at the playground.

As she ___. there, she thought of the song they had ___. in choir about a monkey swinging through the trees. When she climbed down the ladder, her shoe got stuck on a ___. "Maybe I wouldn't make a very good monkey," she thought as she ___. herself down.

Day 56

Org sound

I earned a ___. in my scout program.

I love to make peppermill ___. with my mom.

We stayed at the ___. when we went on vacation.

I saw a rainbow at the ___. of the clouds.

We said the ___. of Allegiance.

Day 57

Oig sound

I learned the ___. words for the Pledge of Allegiance. Give me a sentence of a ___. word you can color that does not correspond to the sentence.

Pledge, edge, edge, edge, edge, edge.

I learned a ___. in my scout program.

I love to make peppermill ___. with my mom.

We stayed at the ___. when we went on vacation.

I saw a rainbow at the ___. of the clouds.

We said the ___. of Allegiance.

Day 58

Homonyms

Homonyms are words that sound the same but have different spellings and meanings. For each sentence below, underline the homonym that best fits the sentence. Learn more at homonyms.net.

The ___. was drinking from the stream.

I ___. the bus and was late.

I really ___. to get more sleep.

The ___. was exhausted.

That's my mom over there.

The doctor was on ___.

My cat has a fluffy ___.

The wrong kind of ___. is munch to our song.

The ___. ate all of the honey.

We had our bikes all the way home.

Cannons are used by sailors.

Add the numbers to find the ___.

Day 59

Word Scramble

Unscramble the letters to make words that match the same ending as given.

tfyf ___. fifty

ynoco ___. candy

npoy ___. pony

byab ___. baby

yenmo ___. money

Create a sentence about anything you want. Remember to start and finish it.

Day 60

La ending

Fill in the 10 word blanks. Hint: Look below the picture, if you need help figuring out the word. You can color the picture if you want.

We lit a ___. when the power went out.

My favorite snack is an ___. with peanut butter.

My baby brother loves to drink his ___.

My pet ___. is named Myrtle.

We eat at the dining room ___.

What is a question that you would ask yourself?
Day 73

Writing

Copy the sentence. Buster Bear could squish me by just stepping on me, but he doesn’t try it.

Buster Bear could squish me by just stepping on me, but he doesn’t try it.

Plurals

Write the plural in the blank before each word.

place _ places _ tax _ taxes _
match _ matches _ lady _ ladies _
mess _ messes _ wife _ wives _

Day 74

Action Verbs

Each line contains one action verb. Circle it.

1. paper _ snow _ sheet _ tying _
2. watching _ note _ brother _ bag _
3. green _ hair _ write _ cheek _
4. cheer _ wagon _ lamp _ tissue _
5. chair _ sit _ tooth _ shorts _
6. noise _ loud _ shout _ ear _
7. library _ book _ quiet _ word _
8. google _ happy _ smiley _ mouth _
9. couch _ (break) _ short _ floor _
10. ice _ water _ shoes _ eyeglasses _

Day 77

Verb Fishing

Circle noun or verb in the cat. Circle verb in each sentence. Some sentences have more than one verb.

Day 78

Verb Types

Each sentence has a subject (noun) and a verb (action) and a noun. Circle the subject word and underline the verb in each of the following sentences.

1. Rebecca painted a beautiful picture.
2. The ball rolled down the hill.
4. God’s creation is magnificent.

Day 79

Verbs

Remember that verbs show actions and are parts of speech. Circle the verbs in each sentence. Some sentences have more than one verb.

The phone rang.

The blue van is really loud.

The clock went down the street.

The cat chased after the mouse.

My favorite color is bright green.

There’s nothing good on TV.

The course covered the moon.

We saw whales when we went on the cruise.

The concert was excellent, so I attended.

Are you writing all of the verbs?

We had fun for PE today.

How high can you throw a ball?

They组委会 the class because the speaker was sick.

(Answers will vary)

Day 82

Find the Verbs

Unscramble the hidden word! If the word is a verb, color the space orange. If it is not a verb, color the space green.

Day 83

Action Verbs

Remember that verbs show action. Circle the action verb in each of the sentences below.

Day 84

To Be

The verbs to be and have show a state of being. Use these verbs to fill in the missing form to be in each sentence.

Person | Past | Present | Future
--- | --- | --- | ---
you | was, am, are | be | will be
I | was, am, are | be | will be

Uncle Bob was home, but now he’s not.

The ball is flat now since it hit a nail.

Tomorrow it will be hot.

Yesterday it was cold.

____ will be going to the store later.

They were loud, but now they are quiet.

It is a beautiful day, isn’t it?

You will be coming over later.
Day 102

**Predicate Verbs**

Copy and write the subject and then the predicate. Underline the correct predicate in each sentence below.

- Riley swept the kitchen.
- Andrew rode his bike.
- Olivia threw the ball.
- The surfer caught the big wave.
- The phone rang loudly.
- The pig rolled in the mud.
- The rainbow appeared over the clouds.
- The dishwasher cleaned the dishes.
- My mom went to the store.

Day 103

**Linking Verbs**

Copy the sentence. Find the linking verb and underline it.

- That girl seems nice and friendly to me.
- All the kids who came look so happy.
- She was so hungry she wanted seconds.
- Harold is an award-winning chef.
- Her shoes are the muddiest I’ve ever seen.
- My dad is finally and is asking for local tea.
- We were late for church.
- My sister has been sick.
- The baby is hungry.
- His room was a mess.
- They will be here tomorrow.
- I rode my bike yesterday.

Day 104

**Verb Tense**

Copy the sentence. Choose the correct tense or change it.

- We will go to church tomorrow.
- I rode my bike yesterday.
- My sister is sleeping right now.
- We ate pancakes.
- I will follow God forever.

Day 106

**Spelling**

Copy the sentence. Fill in each word. (This is the scrambled word)

- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.
- I am a cheerleader and play soccer in the spring.
- I am a cheerleader and play soccer in the spring.
- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.
- I am a cheerleader and play soccer in the spring.
- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.
- I am a cheerleader and play soccer in the spring.
- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.

Day 107

**Predicate Verbs**

Copy the sentence. Find the subject and then the predicate. Underline the correct predicate in each sentence below.

- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.
- I am a cheerleader and play soccer in the spring.
- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.
- I am a cheerleader and play soccer in the spring.
- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.
- I am a cheerleader and play soccer in the spring.
- We love to walk in the park to watch the birds.

Day 108

**Predicative Nominals**

Underline the correct subject and then the verb in the sentences below.

- After breakfast, we cleaned the table.
- The shy little girl hugged her mom’s leg.
- The happy boy dropped his ball at my feet.
- The boy was piping hot.
- Senda forgot her flute for band rehearsal.
- They ran the ball up the field.

Day 109

**Writing**

Copy the sentences. Fill in the blanks. Use commas before and after coordinating conjunctions.

- The man who has made up his mind to win, said Napoleon, "will never say impossible."

Day 112

**Capitalization and Punctuation**

Copy the sentence. Add the correct capitalization and punctuation.

- At first the Romans, who were very proud and brave, did not think there was much danger.
Day 128

Proofreading

Correct the errors in the words below. Then proofread. Do you know how to correct errors in the completed sentences on the line.

My aunt, uncle, and cousins is visiting today.

My aunt, uncle, and cousins are visiting today.

They always bring they're dogs.

They always bring their dogs.

The dog's names are Max and Titan.

The dogs' names are Max and Titan.

Do you have a fun aunt and uncle too?

Do you have a fun aunt and uncle too?

Day 137

Subject Pronouns

Use this chart below to fill in the missing subject pronouns from the sentences. Then, have someone check your work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronoun</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>me</td>
<td>we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You</td>
<td>you</td>
<td>you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>they</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>she</td>
<td>they</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>they</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Week 10, Day 1

Wen played ball together.

Your dad __________ works hard at his job.

(Speaking to Tina) You are being too loud.

The dog and cat __________ chased each other.

Philadelphia __________ is a city rich in history.

You and I __________ are on the same team.

Jack and Tom __________ are on the other team.

My Aunt Sally __________ is a nurse.

The apple __________ was sweet.

My brother __________ He likes sweet apples.

Day 138

Object Pronouns

Use this chart below to fill in the missing object pronouns from the sentences. Then, have someone check your work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pronoun</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>me</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>we</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>you</td>
<td>you</td>
<td>you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>him</td>
<td>he</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>her</td>
<td>she</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it</td>
<td>it</td>
<td>them</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brian wanted to play with us (play, me, and me).

You must really love him (you and him).

I am talking to you (you and us).

I tried to keep up with them (think and me).

Last year, we visited them (they and her).

The coach seems to like us (him and us).

I hope we don't lose to them (you and us).

The other nurses really like her (they and her).

The orange wasn't sweet like it (my and that).

Apples taste better to him (your and me).

Day 139

Subject and Object Pronouns

Use this chart below to fill in the missing subject and object pronouns from the sentences. Then, have someone check your work.

I wanted to play with her (her and me).

You must really love your dad (him and him).

I tried to keep up with them (we and we).

You and I will have fun if the coach puts us in (you and us).

Jack and Tom are good. They will be hard to beat (they and them).

My Aunt Sally is kind, so the other nurses like her (they and she).

My Aunt Sally thinks they are kind too (they and she).

My mom went to the store. She forgot her list (her and her).

Day 141

Word Builder

Choose the correct word that fits the context of the sentence. Write the sentence in the box on the line of the sentence of the pages.

goose game gae
game gap say gae

I scored a goal in last week's soccer game.

I don't mean to brag, but my mom is the best!

Our city got a new mayor.

The coast was hard and cold.

The look on her face was happy.

My dad and I went to the gym to shoot some hoops.

goal brag city cat face gym

Day 142

Contractions

Find what the contraction means given in parentheses. Then, write the contraction in the box on the line of the sentence on the page.

I'm not you re haven't we're I'll wasn't weren't

I'm not you're haven't we're I'll wasn't weren't

Day 143

Word Match

Draw a line from the word to its definition. Write all of the words on the front of the button, using your very best handwriting.

attention - a person who listens

dough - make a dough

doughnut - a type of doughnut

recipe - a type of cake

bakery - a type of bakery

ingredients - a type of ingredient

cooking - a type of cooking

labor - a type of labor

customer - a type of customer

Day 144

Nouns, Pronouns, and Verbs

Color all of the nouns (blue box). Color all of the pronouns (green box).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Pronoun</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baby</td>
<td>me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>you</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>She</td>
<td>he</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It</td>
<td>we</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Day 145

Verbs

Write a verb that makes sense with each sentence. Then, write the new sentence on the line.

(answers will vary)

Day 146

Bends

Color all of the words in the picture that start with the letter. Circle the word that either begins with the word.

brick trick click tick

brick trick click tick

Writing

Use your best handwriting. Write a story that is about 100 words. Use the words in the box; 10 words you come up with.

(answers will vary)
Day 147

Contractions

Find which from the sentences have contractions. Then write them in the right boxes.

1. The doctor is not here today.
2. She is not going to the store.
3. He is not at home.

we'll  I've  you're

he's  (other answers will vary)

Day 148

Spelling Suffixes

Using the words in the box, write each word twice. Be sure to write each suffix in the correct location.

-able: ready, capable, impossible

-ful: useful, helpful, hopeful

-full: full of cheer, full of hope

-useful, useless, uselessly

-in a way that is brave, in a way that is sad

-being loud, being brave

-full of hope, full of fear

-slowly, slowly

being kind, kindness

Day 149

Word Builder

Choose the word that best fits in the blanks. Write the word on the line. Below is a list of words that are used.

My dog is the smartest one on the planet.

I love to draw pictures for my dad.

I saw a frog on the porch.

My brother is so tall he can touch the ceiling.

call dog draw log

saw tall

Day 151

Word Match

Circle the words that go with each definition.

- fused
- grumpy
- 
- penalty
- 
- promising
- 
- grumble
- 
- prominent
- 
- advantage
- 
- angry

fused penalty grumpily
grooved prominent grumbled
advantage promised

Day 152

Writing

Copy this sentence. Use it to form two new sentences. Use the correct form of the pronoun and verb.

"I'm afraid I don't know how," replied the country lad.

What are the two contractions in the sentence?

I'm don't

What does the contraction mean?

I am not

Can you find a pronoun in the sentence?

Yes

Can you find a pronoun case in the sentence?

Lad

Day 153

Writing

Copy this sentence. Write half of the words on the line. The other half of the words are used in the sentence below.

"I'll have to teach Danny Rugg a good lesson," said Bert to his cousin.

What is the contraction in the sentence?

I'll

What does the contraction mean?

I will

Can you find a pronoun in the sentence?

Yes

Can you find any other nouns in the sentence?

Danny Rugg Bert

Day 154

Writing

Copy this sentence. Use "what" or "we'll" in the blank. Write a new sentence. Pay attention to all the punctuation and capitalization.

"That's what we'll do!" cried Bert, steering toward it.

There is a "to" verb in the sentence. Is it possessive or a contraction?

contraction

What does it mean?

That is

Can you find a pronoun in the sentence?

it

Can you find a proper noun in the sentence?

Bert

Day 155

Word Builder

Create a sentence from the word that fits in the blanks. Write as many sentences as you can.

The wind blew so hard it knocked over my bicycle.

My father's boots were so muddy it left tracks all over the floor.

The moon is full and beautiful tonight.

I got some new shoes yesterday.

It took a week but I finished the whole book.

I hope you have a great day!

blew boot moon new took you

Day 156

Weather

Circle the words that go with each definition. Write the words on the line. Below is a list of words that are used.

hori...
Day 159

Writng

Come up with a sentence using these words: There was another game and a freeze followed some days later, making good skating.

Then another thaw, and a freeze followed some days later, making good skating.

Can you find the plural noun in the sentences?

days

Can you find two words in some order?

came followed

Can you find the present tense verb?

making

Day 161

Vowel Pairing

Use the words in the box to create words making good skating. Write them where the words belong.

seed boot

week bobigs

suit plain spoon

read toes oink

tries cook trail

bear jail tree

Day 162

Grammar

Write a sentence using the underlined words and correct the grammatical error.

Which word is the verb? Which word is the noun?

I practiced my flute. She jumped from the tree.

practiced tree

Which word is the verb? Which word is the noun?

I want to practice practice. The ball rolled downhill.

practice rolled

Which word is the verb? Which word is the noun?

The dog was delicious. The cat is cold.

delicious was

Which word is the verb? Which word is the noun?

My shoe is untied. We shopped all day.

is untied

Which word is the verb? Which word is the noun?

He jumped off the swing. The shop was cold.

jumped shop

Day 163

Matchin

These sight words sound the same but have different meanings. Read through the words and circle the letter box that has the definition you see in the right side of the word. There is one circle missing. One is a matching game to help you learn the spelling and sound of each word.

see look at

sea the ocean

deer the animal
dear beloved one

die stop living
dye a coloring

meet come together

meat the food

road a street

rode travelled on or in

Day 164

Spelling

Do you remember your spelling words? Fill in the blanks and wipe them off to reveal the words.

see look at

sea the ocean

deer the animal
dear beloved one

die stop living

dye a coloring

meet come together

meat the food

road a street

rode travelled on or in

Day 165

Spelling Bee

Using your above words, fill in the blanks below. If you need to write the word in the blanks, you can use Day 161 to help you.

I ___ blue skies today.

The ___ is salty.

A ___ came into our yard last night.

My family is very ___ to me.

The leaves ___ and fall in autumn.

We used green ___ and fall in autumn.

Can we ___ at the park?

Vegetarians don’t eat ___ .

The ___ was full of traffic.

We ___ our bikes all weekend.

Day 178

Final Research Project

If you want to research your topic further, you can use the resources listed below to help you.

I did research on the topic. My mom likes to feed the ___ in our backyard.

(p. 171)

My brother’s favorite sport is hockey.

(p. 171)

The three ___ are all matched.

(p. 171)

I ___ to them for their help.

(p. 171)

I ___ them with us while we waited for ___.

(p. 171)

The boys were happy, but ___ finish his work.

(p. 171)

Watch out the stove is very hot.

(p. 171)

Day 180

Verb Review

Let’s make sure that our writing is clear. Fill in the blanks below to make each sentence complete. Color all of the action words green (left column). All of the nouns should be colored brown (right column).

was give

enjoyed work

was help

eat make

The work was fun. We ___ our homework.

We ___ out the dishes.